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My name is Olivier Borgognon, born in Switzerland in 1975, widower, father of amazing 21 year old daughter & two 
step-children. I dedicate my time and projects to bringing awareness, guiding people back to well-being and 
reconnecting with the inner calm within them through energy and therapy work. 

The world is in pain, at war, not only externally, but internally, fear is entering households, minds and worse, it’s 
starting to impact physical bodies with illnesses and diseases from constant stress and pressure from the last few years.  

As much as we would all like this to go smoothly, there are many things we have no control on.  However we can 
control what’s inside us… Our emotions, feelings, triggers & actions. 

As a Master Practitioner in OMNI Hypnosis, Simpson Protocol Certified Hypnotherapist & certified energy 
Healing therapist, my skills & expertise is what I call my personal superpower. I can guide people towards a space 
within them, where peace, calm & flow allow them to focus on positive change.  

By triggering these changes within people, each and everyone of them can then bring their own awareness to those in 
need of support or kindness. 

The project i’m about to introduce is unique, innovative & life saving. It brings light when & where we need it the 
most. I have faith in Networks, in people, in the corporate world & in our ability to make outstanding changes when 
complex times come to us.  

So with no further ado, let me introduce you to the suspended healing Therapy “Pay it Forward”.

Introduction



DISCOVER

The Pay it Forward Project



T he Pay it Foward Project is an innovative yet ancestral 
concept brought back to life. In ancient times, doctors, 
healers, and therapists would go from village to village, 

and provide their services to those who asked for them. 

Most of these ancient healers would live a nomadic lifestyle, 
and spend time near energy sources, nature, forests, seas, 
volcanos, or what we could call Energy Vortexes. 

Money, being a current financial counterpart in our economical 
system, it seems important to note that this was not always the 
case, and during those times, it wasn’t the essence of what 
healing was about.  

Healers healed, fishermen fished, blacksmiths forged, to 
provide their skills and services to the world. 

With The Pay it Foward Project, my aim is to blend in modern 
times, with ancestral knowledge, and return to the essence 
of healing. A service available to everyone, whatever their 
finances, whoever they are, wherever they are in the world.  

Healing should not be unavailable to those who can’t afford it, 
it should not be for people with money only, or people with 
insurance.  

Health is our birth right, Feeling well, being well, connected 
to our body, our emotions, to what surrounds us should not be 
linked to our social status, or who we know, where we live, or 
any other factor. It should just be available, full stop.  

The Pay it Foward Project fills this gap, and provides 
Hypnotherapy sessions, and Energy Healing sessions, on site 
as a nomad based on my Van location, and distant/remote 
via VideoCalls anywhere in the world.  

Healing sessions are provided in French, English and Spanish, 
covering an extended amount of the population.  

People in need of a session can book online or by phone, and 
will receive a quality treatment, healing sessions and 
hypnotherapy services wherever they are, may this be at home, 
in a hospital, or wherever they may need to receive healing.

A Nomadic & Remote healing service





C onsidering we can’t live without money, and barter doesn’t 
cut it in 2020, The Pay it Foward Project is focusing on the 
system of hanging or suspended healing. 

You might have heard of this system for food or coffees. Someone 
who can afford it, will “pay it forward” where someone buys a 
coffee, and then, when a person who can’t afford one comes in, 
they can ask to drink that paid coffee. 

The idea of suspended or hanging healing uses the same system. 
By people funding healing and therapy for those who can’t 
afford it. These people can then get free access to these sessions. 

This loops the ancient bartering or healing system with the modern 
one where money is required to get access to our general services 
and food. 

So, how does this work for healing? 

Suspended healing works the same way as the suspended coffee. 
Someone takes over the financial part of healing, in order for other 
people to receive a healing session. A person can’t afford it, it’s ok, 
it’s paid for, no guilt, no discomfort, we help each other as human 
beings, for no other reason than helping each other out, as if it was 
just natural, a purpose. 

How is it funded? 

The Pay it Foward Project is going one step further than people 
paying for people. 

One of the gifts that corporations, local businesses and global 
companies can offer the world on top of what they offer as a 
company, is change, and change comes with one simple word, 4 
letters for a better world - HOPE. 

Yes, Hope, and you may ask yourself how hope comes in as a 
business owner? 

I believe in mankind, in hope & in the loving nature of every 
individual, or corporate business. Somehow i’m a very down to 
earth utopist with an indecent love for our species. 

My firm belief is that I can provide free healing every year, to 
those in need, with the financial implication of managers, the 
corporate world or non-profit seeking investors. 

It doesn’t take millions, and let me show you how easy it is.

Suspended or Hanging healing



For such a project to take place, money is an energy, and it doesn’t take much yearly. This 
covers the basic costs and a few extras making healing more efficient. These funds could 
come from a Top Manager, a company, a private or public fund, or any other source.  

Can you believe with 75’000 Euros per year I can provide free healing, well-being, 
relaxation and stress release to individuals & groups during 1 whole year.  

• 1 investment of 75’000 Euros per year 
• 7 investments of 11’000 Euros per year 
• 75 investments of 1000 Euros per year 

No healthy people, no workforce, no workforce, no business, it’s your superpower

Let’s talk numbers

Description Period Cost Yearly

Purchase of a Van, Solar & Wifi system 0.25 60000 15000

Van Swiss registration 1 600 600

Van Insurance 1 1800 1800

Services & tires 1 1200 1200

Fuel 12 200 2400

International Internet Service 12 80 960

Health & Accident Insurance 12 500 6000

Websites & business cards 1 100 100

Online Conference system (zoom) 1 160 160

Ferry / travel fees 6 500 3000

Professional Insurance 1 400 400

Autonomo Tax 12 300 3600

Ongoing healing services & training 1 1200 1200

Salary 12 2500 30000

Computer & Technical Gear 0.25 2000 500

Monthly Rentals for Group Healings 12 200 2400

Extras & unforeseen 1 5680 5680

TOTAL 75000



1. I have invested all my personal savings & belongings 
into this project to make it happen. Travelling nomadically, 
The Pay it Foward Project is an SUV for the moment.  
 
To provide healing, I seek & find nomadic places, healing 
centres, and provide healing to people who need it, from 
the Canary Islands for the moment, but i’ll be moving 
around Europe and the world with The Pay it Foward 
Project.  
 
The key item to this project is Funding of the van and the 
1st year of services of the project. 

2. I can provide my skills, my time, my passion, and the 
essence of my knowledge to the world. Providing healing 
sessions to who needs it, it could be one of your staff 
members, a family member, someone anywhere in the 
world.  

3. Obviously, as anyone in holistic medicine or alternative 
medicine, and doctors alike, we can’t guarantee that 
people will heal, we are not god, nor do we wish to be, 
however the hypnotherapy and energy healing supports 
the body, soul and mind in complementary ways to what 
modern medicine has to offer.  

4. In order for me to provide my services, I would like to offer 
you the unique opportunity to take part in humanity. 

Invest in humans, invest in mankind, invest in love and in 
a project that goes beyond self. 

5. Together we are strong, together we change the world. 
For some people this might seem “too good to be true” & 
finally who’s to judge complexity, the what if’s, and the 
what works or won’t.  
 
If i don’t give it all for this world, for people who need it, 
where will I stand with my regrets when the time comes? 

6. So, now the question is, ARE YOU IN ? Are you ready to 
create a paradigm shift in who, how, where and when 
people receive therapy and healing. All this suspended,  
FREE for those who need it the most!

Investing in mankind

What The Pay it Foward Project would look like, in powerful energy vortex locations





WE CAN DO THIS TOGETHER! ARE YOU IN?
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